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Introduction

“Kicking O�  A New Age” 

Beyond the Scores is a comprehensive outlook of the Brazilian sports industry, periodically published by OutField 
Consulting, which breaks down the post FIFA-World-Cup-Rio-Olympics scenario and forecasts the near future and how 
upcoming trends will impact clubs, fans, broadcasters and sponsors. 

Opening a series of stories, we bring our vision beyond 2016 refl ected by modest industry growth, after a decade of 
unprecedented investments in infrastructure. Moving forward, for the fi rst time, industry members will benefi t from 
improved platforms, having the means to explore revamped revenue drivers and broadening the perspective for the 
country’s leading sport, potentialized by brands and fans’ appetite to consume improved football-related products and 
seamless entertainment off erings. 

Within a context of decreased economic uncertainty, seizing this opportunity and establishing a conversation with 
a savvier and hungrier audience is a challenge for product owners (Brazilian clubs), which rapidly need to overhaul their 
strategies, dropping passive orientations and proactively leaning-forward towards the marketplace. 

A creative mindset can trigger a chain reaction, in which brands will increasingly shift their attention to sports in order to 
build authentic and meaningful interactions with consumers, ditching over-saturated and ineffi  cient approaches. In this 
scenario, football automatically stands out as the most prominent social platform in the country, raising expectations around 
the next sponsorship cycle coming up in 2017 as an opportunity to reduce volatility and bring fresh investments into the fi eld.

More importantly, the evolution of club’s membership programs towards personalized off erings and experiences not 
only serves brands with an interactive platform , but also has the potential to increasingly boost cash returns, improve 
satisfaction levels within the fan-club dynamic and ultimately consolidate B2C revenues under a single platform.

A new time has come-an age in which innovation is driving the business, brands are seeking modern approaches 
and fans are in the spotlight, and whether they are attending, watching and consuming sports will shape Brazilian football 
more than ever before. 

We hope you enjoy the reading. 

OutFielders. 
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Laying out the Brazilian sports industry...

Sports GDP in Brazil - Evolution (in $ billions)

As growth rates are gradually declining, an accelerated publicly funded 
expansion cycle is left behind with nearly $50B investments in 
infrastructure, now transitioning into a new context characterized by 
alternative approaches to monetize traditional revenue streams.
In order to capture the opportunity in the long run, industry key 
players have to develop product-oriented strategies based on solid 
� nancial planning, strong relationships with the private sector and 
perennial stability. 
As a result, regardless the projected decrease in the Sports-GDP/
BR-GDP Ratio (0.4p.p.) by 2020, clubs and governing bodies can e�  ciently 
explore existing platforms and recent infrastructure to broadly improve 
the sports ecosystem. 

Sports/GDP 

CAGR 7.7% 
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Picture 1

Leveraged by behemoths, such as the 2014 FIFA World Cup and the Rio Olympics, the industry 

has nearly doubled its size in the past 10-years and today forecasts stability down the road. 
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Laying out the Brazilian sports industry...

Brazilians generally love sports, with an outstanding passion for football, which nurtures a 140M fan base added to 50M recreational players. 

Simpler and more modern sports, such as jogging, running and cycling gained traction in the last decade reaching 30M combined players.

... on the other hand
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+ 65

Football   54%               Volleyball      19%            Swimming      7% 

Football   53%               Volleyball      12%            Futsal               7% 

Football   51%               Jogging           9%            Gym Exercise  8% 
Football   49%               Jogging         16%            Cycling            6% 
Football   57%               Jogging         15%            Gym Exercise  6% 
Football   38%               Jogging         36%            Swimming   13% 
Jogging   38%               Gymnastics  24%            Swimming     9% 

1st 2nd 3rd

Reasons to play sports

Life Quality 42%

Conditioning 38%

Relaxation 6%

Mind-Body Harmony 3.5%

Meeting Friends 2.2%

Competition 0.7%

Others 8.2%

Football is inexorably the main 
sports platform, but there are 
interesting hubs and fan bases 
on the rise, such as Martial 
Arts (directly in� uenced by 
MMA/UFC), and friendlier 
modalities to women and 
older groups, namely jogging, 
swimming and cycling.

Most practiced sports by Age Group

Picture 2

The entire perspective of the sports environment in Brazil 
Recreational Players Vs Fandom (in millions)

#players #fansMen | Women | # Fans

These sports have plenty of players 
but, given their characteristics, they 

have limited fan bases. 

55% of Brazilians play sports 
at least once a week.
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Diving into Brazilian’s biggest passion... and its key financials

Overall revenues considering clubs currently in Brazilian League’s top tier 
grew by 17%/year since 2008, leveraged by investments from the reigning 
media company in Brazil (Rede Globo), especially after 2011 when clubs 
started to individually negotiate media rights, and by long-term apparel 
deals with Nike, Adidas and Under Armour. Therefore, excluding these 
e� ects, expansion would drop to single-digit levels mainly boosted by 
a relatively new, but key driver moving forward: membership programs.

Even though revenues have spiked in recent years, there are relevant bottlenecks limiting the industry 
to reach its full capacity, namely the historical reliance on TV-money, a complex political environment 
within the Brazilian Football Confederation (CBF) and regional federations, and the lack of attractive 
products and interaction platforms to supply the demand that both fans and sponsors generate.  

CAGR TOTAL 17%

CAGR | MEDIA 23%

CAGR | SPONSORSHIP 16%

CAGR | GATE 12%

CAGR | MEMBERSHIP PROG. 16%

CAGR | MERCHANDISING 8%

Picture 3
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Lack of attractive products displaces Brazil among top sports leagues in the world…

20 Most Relevant Sports Leagues Worldwide 
Revenues per Club Vs. Attendance Rates

Properties that stand out in the chart are recognized for being leagues 
whose B2B revenues are carefully strategized through long-lasting and 
result-oriented partnerships, without losing focus on keeping a close 
relationship with fans and delivering quality entertainment in order to 
fill the available seats and enhance the products overall value. 

State-of-the-Art Products
Currently the National Football League(NFL) and the Premier League 
(PL) symbolize the most attractive offerings and valuable platforms 
available in the sports industry. They prove that a solid business 
model starts with an outstanding relationship with their fan bases and 
well-known products, which leverage the entire ecosystem, pushing 
attendance rates and delivering value to media partners and sponsors.

Picture 4

Attendance Rate

Revenue/Club/Year 
(in $ million)

Holding high attendance rates, 
these leagues should target B2B 
expansion through partnerships.
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Benchmark among football 
leagues because, even with 
outstanding revenues coming 
from media partners, clubs 
remain attentive to delivering 
remarkable experiences, there-
fore, cultivating the commercial 
value of their assets. 

Higher number of 
games in� uences lower 
attendance rates. 

Stating low attendance rates and 
modest revenues, these leagues 
have to review their product and 
invest in a revamped relationship 
with their fans. 

When compared to the top sports markets 
worldwide, Brazil stands at an in� ection 
point. Clubs are not properly monetizing 
their assets at the same time they are less 
dependent from B2B investments than the 
PL and Bundesliga clubs. 

However, di� erently from the US major 
leagues, which have a lower Index due to 
an optimized balance among all revenue 
streams, Brazilian clubs have a lower Index 
while they rely on TV, which means there 
isn’t room for overall growth until there is an 
adjustment in the actual product to boost 
other sources by attracting fans back to their 
seats and stimulating sponsor presence. 

B2B/B2C Index*: Studying the connection between different revenue streams when 
comparing the Brazilian League Vs Benchmark leagues worldwide. 

In the next years, new media 
rights cycle will expand B2B 
dependency in all leagues.

CAGR 10-19 4%9%9% 7%

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

0.74 0.82 0.88 0.86 0.94 1.00 1.06 1.08 1.11 1.13
1.441.331.271.401.421.481.461.531.581.33

1.66
1.95

1.83 1.55 1.72 1.65 1.44
1.73 1.89 1.91

4.274.224.18

3.303.293.16

2.442.522.442.27

Picture 5
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Zooming into the B2B perspective…

1
Improving professional 
management and adopting 
forward-thinking 
revenue strategies.

2
Creating a private 
organization, within 
a league-system, to 
collectively negotiate 
media rights deals and 
increase club’s leverage 
before broadcasters and 
corporate partners.

3
Developing new and 
sufficiently attractive 
products to have a 
positive impact on 
stagnant attendance 
rates and decreasing 
ratings.

Comparing the Brazilian reality to other top industries worldwide, it is safe to say there are many opportunities 
yet to be explored throughout the relationship with the private sector. Main challenges still consist on:

It is key to restore the credibility of Brazilian clubs and governing bodies, while also bringing fans back to 
stadiums and expanding the number of eyeballs consuming football-related content, so that sponsors identi�  
actual value in associating their brands with sports properties. 
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Football Audience Vs. Broadband Penetration  (in millions)
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Values skyrocketed after 2011 due to rights individual 
negotiation, which favored Corinthians and Flamengo – 
the two largest fan bases in the country – but did not 
allow the entire chain to capture similar wealth. In ad-
dition, the system runs under an arti� cial monopoly and 
smaller clubs are strong-armed in the process. 

On Demand E� ect – content consumption has been revolutionized, 
resulting in broadcasters decreasing in� uence over the audience’s 
agenda.  In this sense,  live content relevance has grown exponen-
tially and globally the networks are raising their bets on sporting 
events to keep ownership over the most unique form of live
content in the long run. However, Brazilian clubs could have captured 
the potential revenue increase in the on-going deals, which will 
potentially be monetized when this cycle ends up in 2024.

When it comes to digital trends, Brazil stands out as a relevant Internet 
market and early adopter in most of the major global trends. As an example 
regardless of infrastructural challenges, the country has the second largest 
Facebook user base and ranks 2nd for Google searches. 

Not surprisingly, in the last 10-years the average viewership for the 
“Brasileirão” has dropped nearly 45%, while broadband services grew up 
to reach 60% of the population, having doubled in the past 5-years, given 
the increasing smartphone penetration. 

Overall, as they are impacted by a vast o� ering of entertainment options 
and content, Brazilian eyeballs are migrating to di� erent devices and 
consuming new types of content. Therefore, there is a chance for clubs 
to experiment and explore this � eld by trying to cultivate a solid digital 
presence and in the near future keep ownership over a major share of the 
content they generate and increasingly monetize it. 

Broadcasting deals - Annual values
Past Deals | Future Deals
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Picture 6 

57% increase for 
the next deal cycle 
running until 2024.

Big 5 | USA

$0.23B
$0.36B

+ 57%

$5.3B
$11.5B

$2B
$3B

$0.8B
$1.4B
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+ 46%

+ 81%
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Sponsorships
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Fueled by the Olympics and by football-related apparel deals, 
sponsorships grew by 16% in the past 8-years. With respect to the 
former, right after the games in Rio, several organizations pulled 
their money out of multiple modalities. The latter, however, 
represented an adjustment of the marketplace by capturing spare 
value and compensating clubs for what they had to o� er. In this 
sense, brands such as Nike, Adidas and Under Armour will no longer 
drive the growth of the entire segment.
Nevertheless, considering the current economic complexity and 
what could be seen as lack of perceived value, the number of 
companies directly investing in sports has been dropping yearly 
since 2014. 

Despite its national penetration and strong commercial appeal before 140M 
truthful fans, football is still underpenetrated when it comes to private 
investments. Moving forward, clubs have to consistently invest in the development 
of attractive platforms and accurate metrics that can generate actual business for 
partners. Consequently, it is likely that ad spending will divert and begin to disrupt 
an industry still heavily invested on Open-Air TV and other conventional means.

Sponsorships to Brazillian football represent merely 0.4% of all ad spending in 
the country, whereas Brazilian sports in general get 1.4% of the overall share. 

Regardless the economical crisis, the ad industry in Brazil had a 9% average growth 
since 2012 and nearly 50% of brands say they are looking for new platforms that 
provide the possibility to innovate and meaningfully connect to consumers.  

Major reforms are necessary...
...implement a category-focused strategy, reaching out to new 
industries and targeting regional partners. 
...explore digital assets to optimize partnerships in di� erent plat-
forms and deliver more value to sponsors. 
...navigate through other sports, other than football, and develop new 
engagement strategies and interaction platforms to reach consumers.
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Sponsorship Revenues (2014-2015)

Picture 8 

$1.5B

$1.1B

$0.35B
$0.5B

$0.85B$0.9B

$0.16B

$0.8B

Platform Penetration Vs. Ad Spending

Penetration (in millions)

Investment
($ billions)
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Sponsorships What are the categories currently involved and how heavily are they invested?

Quadrants de� ned applying the median correspondent to the average deal value and the number of companies from each sector investing in football.

% Presence

Annual Avg. Value (in $ million)

Value Diggers Followers

CluttersPioneers

Pet Retailing

Gaming

Ready To Eat 
Meals

Auto 
Maintenance

Retail Construction
Materials

Processed
Foods

Financial
Services

Education

Healthcare Telco

Medical Insurance

Construction

3

2.5

2

1.5

1

0% 1% 10% 100%

Clutters

With several players involved, these categories are long 
invested in sports and hardly di� erentiate themselves 
through sponsorships. Their presence is not about capturing 
opportunities or building up a presence – it’s more about 
expanding awareness or earning direct brand recall. 

Pioneers

Categories that recently started to test the waters 
of the sports industry, using short-term deals to feel 
how they could take advantage of speci� c fan pro� les. 
They are seeking a competitive advantage by acting as 
early adopters.

Followers

Sponsorships are not a commodity for these categories, 
however more brands are testing the waters based on 
successful initiatives of a few companies. These brands are 
trying to � ll a gap and build a position, not by innovating, 
but through low pro� le investments.

Value Diggers

Already used to invest in the sector, these categories 
are able to seek more value and return over their 
investments, given the low amounts they spend to 
build a position where other competitors are not yet 
positioned. 

Picture 10
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Sponsorships What are the categories currently involved and how heavily are they invested?

1
Strategy: product owners 
have to develop efficient 
integrated revenue 
strategies based on a 
category engagement 
approach. 2

Asset diversity: 
development of 

initiatives targeted on 
new assets/inventory 

and innovative platforms.

3
Naming-Rights: with 2014 FIFA World 
Cup halo-effect gone, it is important 

to review pricing strategy and 
structure tangible offerings.

4

Public presence: 
limits industry 

improvement 
and category 

diversification.
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B2C Overview
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Who is the Brazilian Football Fan?
Brazilians do not spend signi� cant shares of their income with entertainment, especially when compared to 
Americans. However, they consume 25% more sports content, which points out to a culture of following the 
game, but not actually investing in the relationship with it. The ludicrous overall average revenue per user 
(ARPU) demonstrates how far Brazilians are from bucketing sports and entertainment together as well as 
the great potential to be captured here. 
Based on tradition and scarce quality o� erings, Brazilian fans connect their relationship with football teams 
strictly to passion. Therefore, even though there is a demand for better fan experience-related elements, football 
is not seen as entertainment and fans do not plan their expenses by having it as a share of their wallet.

B2C Revenues – Major sports leagues worldwide*  (in $ billions)

*Average B2C Revenues for the Top-5 leagues in the US UK: PL | Germany: Bundesliga | Brazil: 20-top clubs

The excessive reliance on “TV Money” and a conservative mentality have both driven clubs into a comfort zone, 
in which fans were not listened accordingly for a long time. However, the launch of a revamped Membership 
Program in 2013, sponsored by AB-Inbev,  brought a new perspective to the fan-club relationship, slightly pushing 
B2C revenues up and revealing an enormous potential to be explored in that line of business. 

Regardless population size and wealth, the brutal gap between Brazil and the top global sports markets 
demonstrates: (i) sports are a highly attractive and commercial platform; and (ii) sporting events must be 
essentially entertainment options that compete with other forms of leisure activities. 

New stadiums have dramatically influenced the equation “Avg. Ticket Vs. Avg. Attendance” and clubs still 
haven’t unveiled an efficient business model. Meanwhile, the membership program is a relative successful 
case, considering its 1.1M subscribers and the support from brands such as Unilever and Sky. However, 
opportunities rely on its low penetration when compared to overall football fans: 0.7%. 
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Gender

Age

Income

Sports-related content consumption

140 M $ 2.8

170 M $ 45

56 M $ 19

45 M $ 32

Fans ARPU

3.6%

12h 8h

0.6% 1.4%

8.6%Share of Wallet (Entertainment)

Share of Wallet (Sports)

*USA – All those who follow any sport.
UK, GER, BRA – those who claim to be football fans.
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As fans are inclined to consume more, clubs have to improve new and 
existing channels to meet the demand



B2C Revenues Breakdown

*Average attendance for the Brazilian League (Brasileirão)

Average attendance shows that Brazilian fans are not 
filling their seats and price does not seem to be the excuse.

Fan Experience Elements by Importance  (1-10 Scale)

UK GER US BRA

Food & 
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Environment

Safety
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Despite new venues built for the 2014 FIFA World Cup, Brazilian attendance habits have not yet shifted. Today, the 
country’s main league puts nearly 17k fans in its venues with few or any expectancy of change in the short-term 
because the available product is problematic when it comes to elements valued by fans. 

When compared to football fans in the major sports markets, Brazilians are curiously more demanding in relation to 
their experience within football stadiums, what quite explains the low attendance levels as they highlight scarce 
elements in Brazil such as safety, environment and technology.

Ticketing

Why fans are not fi lling their seats?



Instability of Brazilian Clubs’ Membership Programs strengthens the opportunity to invest in the relationship with fans 
and deliver value to millions of fanatics and casuals around the country. Below, OutField’s general assessment of the first 
stage of the program and our forecast for the next cycle, assuming clubs move forward with a consumer-oriented strategy.

Yet successfully established, one of the problems still faced by the program and the 
clubs is the early churn – close to 10%. The variation in the number of members is 
a result of sensitive subscriptions based on intangibles and not on actual bene� ts, 
what reveals not to be sustainable in the long run.
The program launched in January 2013, idealized and sponsored by AB-Inbev and ever 
since presented interesting growth rates, reaching an overall annual average ticket of 
$140. However, clubs have only captured less than 4% of their highly engaged fans – 
hence, there is a gigantic room for expansion through a closer and deeper relationship 
with fans, also synthesized in better o� erings that deliver actual value to them. 
Opportunities include innovative partnerships not only focused on brands, but 
aiming for interactivity and experiences and operational improvement to reach the 
highest standards of customer service and automatize the entire program, from 
discounts to point earning systems.

After having captured a little over 1M fans, proving there is a high demand for a platform 
that not only encloses the fan-club relationship, but also rewards fans for how invested 
they are towards clubs, it is time for Brazilian organizations to attack the key elements 
that a� ect fans’ decision making process about joining or not the programs. Adjusting 
and the deconstructing the perception that programs do not o� er tangible bene� ts is 
the way to reduce the impact of short-term trends such as team perfomance and star-
player transfers. 
Through massive behavioral changes, which are shifting the power from companies 
towards consumers, the newly developed sharing economy is increasingly becoming a 
reality and clubs also need to adapt. In this sense, it is important to invest in research, in 
order to meaningfully understand fans’ perspectives and later target the development 
of unbundled o� erings, allowing fans to personalize their packages. 

Eventually average ticket will slightly drop, but scalability will positively drive revenue growth. 
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Revenues**TT Members

Member per Program (in thousands)
Accumulated members Program overall revenue

*Outlook considering the membership programs of the 10-most prominent clubs in Brazil. **in USD million 

Stage 1 – Cultivating and growing the fan base* Stage 2 – Tailoring the o� erings and winning through scale Subscriber Base
2013
485K

2014
601K

2015
1,029K

2016
1,179K

1,500,000
1,450,000
1,400,000
1,350,000
1,300,000
1,250,000
1,200,000
1,150,000
1,100,000
1,050,000
1,000,000

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

$185
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1,186,000

1,245,300

1,307,565

1,372,943

1,441,590

$153
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$179

CAGR: 29%
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B2C Revenues Breakdown A chronological and behavioral assessment of Clubs’ 
Membership Programs in Brazil. 

Program lauched incorporating 
previous existing subscriber 

base from other formats. 

Star-player transfer and 
outstanding team performance. 

Program lauched incorporating 
previous existing subscriber 

base from other formats. 

Outstanding team performance 
and new stadium opening.

Outstanding team performance 
and new stadium opening.

Program revamp and 
star-player transfers.

Picture 16 Picture 17
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The European Invasion Increasingly outstanding commerciality in Brazil

Paid-TV Subscribers (millions of households)
Even though the pace of subscription growth has decreased, Paid-TV already 
reaches 30% of Brazilian households and the user base is expected to grow 
at an average 14% rate until 2020. 

American networks (ESPN, FOX Sports and Turner Sports) are the main re-

sponsible for broadcasting European football in Brazil, with a few UCL 
matches also aired by Rede Globo for the general population. 
Given the passion for the sport, higher penetration of cable sports networks 
and impressive connectivity levels through mobile devices, European league’s 
viewership will keep continuously rising in the next decade. 

Recent Proof Points 2015: Brazilian League Avg. Audience: 11M viewers Vs…

•  Barcelona Vs Real Madrid in April, 2016 broke the record for ESPN in Brazil, 
with 3M viewers overall, of which 70% belonged to the key football fan 
demographic (Men; 18-49). 

•  Before that the previous record for ESPN was held by Barcelona Vs. Juventus 
for the UCL � nal match in 2015, with 1.9M viewers. Another 16M people 
watched the match in open-air TV through Rede Globo broadcast. 

•  During the 2015 European season, the matches broadcasted for ESPN have 
averaged 0.8M viewers in each weekend. 

•  in March 2015, UCL Round of 16th – Barcelona Vs Man City – had an 
overall share of 41%. In the same day, two  major Brazilian teams (São 
Paulo and Corinthians) played for Copa Libertadores and held a combined 
share of 31%. 

Consolidated in the past 10-years, the presence of European football is no longer a trend, as one of the most 
passionate fan bases worldwide provides clear signs that it is continuously and intensely bonding with European clubs. 

1 Viewership

2020

2019

2018

2017

2016

2015

2014

2013

2012

2011

2010

34

30

26
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20

19

20

18

16

13

10
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The European Invasion Increasingly outstanding commerciality in Brazil

Ranking Club

1.     Barcelona (Spain)

2.     Palmeiras (Brazil)

3.     Manchester City (England)

4.     Flamengo (Brazil)

5.     Manchester United (England)

6.     São Paulo (Brazil)

7.     Corinthians (Brazil)

8.     Bayern Munich (Germany)

9.     Real Madrid (Spain)

10.     Chelsea (England)

In � ve of the 27th-Brazilian states, European 
teams led jersey sales in 2015. The phenomena 
took place in states where the most signi� cant 
teams are not playing in the top tiers, charac-
terizing a desire to consume high pro� le foot-
ball-related products.  
Moreover, data provided by the two main 
sporting goods retailers in Brazil, shows that 
in 2014 the ranking for sold jerseys among the 
young population (those who are less than 
14-years old) had massive European presence. 

The current generation of Brazilian football fans is growing up already used to consume and watch 
European football. For them it is natural to support foreign clubs before or as much as Brazilian sides. 
With that, in the age of social media it’s never been so tangible to create high engagement levels and 
establish a conversation with this target audience and remaining fans. 
The young population represents an opportunity of nearly 20M fans and whoever gets to them � rst 
will be able to develop a meaningful relationship. Barcelona is de� nitely already there – the “Pep 
Generation” and Neymar are paying of by winning much more than trophies. 
However, given the relevance of fandom and the scarcity of local attractive o� erings, major European 
clubs have an actual possibility to explore the market and win big in Brazil by leaning-forward towards 
fans and acting proactively.  

2 Fandom 3 Jersey Sales

Bottom line…

Most followed clubs in Brazil (in millions)What is your favorite European club?

0.3%

0.4%

0.7%

1.0%

1.2%

1.4%

1.8%

1.8%

9.4%

40.9%

Among Brazilians who claim themselves as football 
fanatics – a signi� cant group of 25M people – nearly 
41% a�  rm their favorite team is Barcelona. 
Furthermore, Europeans are rapidly winning ground 
on social media by putting themselves amongst the 
most prominent clubs in the country. Once again, 
Brazilian fans are proving their digitally-oriented 
behavior and providing clubs with a key point of contact. 

Globalization 2.0: there are no more boundaries and 
global brands have to constantly engage with their 
audience.
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Looking for authenticity, brands re-engage

A� er the Olympics and 2014 FIFA World Cup, brands investing in the Bra-
zilian sports industry are everyday better understanding  the value of the 
available assets and searching for more e�  cient ways to explore them to:

…at the same time, eyeballs are migrating 
from TV to a vast array of platforms, while 
sports remain as a consistent point of in-
teraction between brands and consumers. 

Generate business

Strengthen relationships

Create awareness

Today public funding stands for nearly 25% of all sponsorship spending in Brazilian football. Given the economic crisis, the newly stated federal 
government has already announced plans to reduce these investments, directly a� ecting this revenue source in the short-term and continuously 
reducing its presence to as low as 15% of the total by 2019.

In addition, for the next three years, apparel brands will not boost the industry again, especially because major deals that have driven segment 
growth in the past 2-years will run through 2025 in some cases, namely Corinthians-Nike and Flamengo-Adidas – the two most relevant deals 
in this category. Therefore, as they operated in terms of media rights, clubs have anticipated revenue capture, opting for long-term cash fl ows 
stability, other than risking briefer deals.

Public funding decreases as fresh money comes into football

In this sense, as old money will leave the premises and usual partners will not dump extra cash for 
a while, fresh investments will arrive led by increasing asset diversity in di� erent environments 
and new product/services categories to substitute public funding and drive revenue growth. The 
number of closed deals will rise again, however their average value will drop. On one hand, the key 
for clubs is to improve asset quality and measurement capabilities, and win through scale, a trend 
recently confi rmed by relevant clubs, which are entering into shorter, low profi le and experimental 
deals with new brand categories.

On the other hand, brands can expand value by using data to identi�  their customers among mul-
tiple sports or clubs and assertively reach out to them, enhancing the quality of the activation and 
the return on their investment. Nevertheless, technology is bringing a new set of companies, part 
of the 21st century sharing economy that constantly reach out to their potential user base – new 
categories include: mobile apps, service aggregators, tires, fi tness brands and loyalty programs. 

150

CAGR: 6%

48

102 128 148 161 171

45 36 30 30

174 184 192 201

Public Presence

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

32% 26% 20% 16% 15%

Branded content dominates the conversation…

Trust brands that provide useful 
information without trying to 
actually sell something

Do not think ads are 
based on actual facts

Will not engage with a brand 
until trust has been established 51%

60%

96%

Consumers 
seek more 
authentic 

engagement 
with brands.
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Lifestyle and social trends also have a major impact in Brazil

Brazilians have a thing for digital… Women are coming strong into the game…

Among smartphone users…

Current smartphone penetration and forecast

% of interest amongst women2015

2015 2016 2017

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

SmartphonesFeature phones

Mobile Desktop

With that, digital ad spending is 
migrating towards mobile, reaching 
54% of overall investments by 2017.

35% ...use devices to 
watch full movies

52% ...use devices to 
watch 2-min videos.

38% | 62% 43% | 57% 48% | 52% 52% | 48% 55% | 45% 57% | 43%

33%

67%

44%

56%

54%

46%

Media consumption habits have drastically 
changed, with smartphone penetration 

reaching up to 60% of younger audiences. 

Smartphone penetration by Age Group

11%

25%

44%

61%14-24

25-34

35-44

45-55

Brazilian women stand for 45% of the “football population” and when compared 
to the major sports markets, demonstrate a higher interest to consume live 
sports content and other entertainment options. 

Moreover, in general, sports are just one of the many areas in which globalization 
and technology have ampli� ed women empowerment and reduced gender 
inequality. 

Healthy consciousness…
With increasing access to information, Brazilians are at a tipping point towards 
healthier lifestyles, especially in major cities. Open-air sports practice 
exploded in the past 10-years in cities such as Sao Paulo and Rio de Janeiro, 
where running (+400% events) and outdoor training are dominating among 
younger populations.

In addition, globally Brazil is the #2 (behind the US) in number of gyms and #6 
when it comes to users (8MM). In the last 5-years the “healthy” trend has been 
strongly captured and gym membership grew by 30%, with an outstanding 
80% expansion among Millennials.  
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3.8 ...daily hours spent 
on social media

76% ...of brazilians are 
daily connected 
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Revenue 
Streams Our vision... OutFielding it all...Key Trends (2017 – 2020)
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• In-place model has created “a perfect monopoly” 
and individual rights negotiation dramatically 
enhanced the di� erences between most popular 
clubs and the rest of the pyramid. 

• In this scenario, Esporte Interativo’s arrival as a 
contender for the next cycle (2019-24) is expected 
to bring incremental value and balance negotiations. 

• Political and economical uncertainties have 
negatively in� uenced marketing investments, 
directly a� ecting the Brazilian sports industry in 
general. 

• Top tier football clubs and the Brazilian Football 
Confederation concentrate the sponsorship invest-
ments in the country. 

• Public presence limits eff ective decision making 
process and asset diversi� cation. 

• Even though they own meaningful interaction points 
with fans, clubs still develop limited innovative 
projects to attract the private sector.

• On-Demand Effect: social media and Over-
The-Top platforms increasingly change content 
consumption habits and rearrange the traditional 
media model – Rede Globo still owns the agenda, 
but in a more fragmented landscape. 

• Private Organizations: clubs advance in dis-
cussions to take ownership over their products 
and collectively negotiate rights under new formats, 
also considering general viewership and team 
performance as key parameters in the process. 

• Economic recovery will positively impact the ad 
industry, driving investments in a gradual process 
re� ected by lower growth rates.

• Searching for fresh platforms and authentic 
approaches, new categories will invest in sports to 
explore the club-fan relationship and correspon-
dent passion points. 

• Growth will be driven by the number of deals 
with decreased average values when compared to 
what the industry is traditionally used to. 

Even with the table set until 2024, there are numerous 
possibilities to explore in a highly competitive and 
cooperative landscape, in which clubs work together 
and have the means to create more content and 
have meaningful in� uence over their relationship 
with fans. 
Increasing opportunities to monetize content through 
multiple approaches, using partners to distribute 
“branded content”, while also integrating it with 
Membership Programs. 

Higher competition among buyers and cooperation 
among sellers is the way to introduce best practices 
and turn leagues and tournaments into more attractive 
products to partners, investors and fans.  

Asset diversi� cation and new categories will push 
investments beyond brand exposure, resulting in 
initiatives related to the Membership Programs and 
other digital assets, including new activation tactics. 

Quali� ed matches build up the road to success. It 
is key to verify all the available assets and identify 
which ones are aligned with the investor’s goals, 
resulting in accurate partner selection and imple-
mentation of the strategic plan (investment > plat-
forms > activation). 

In conclusion
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In conclusion

Revenue 
Streams Our vision... OutFielding it all...Key Trends (2017 – 2020)
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• New stadiums boosted attendances, but ticket prices do 
not exemplify the quality of the product/experience sold. 

• Economical crisis aff ected average consumer spending 
in the form of redirected investments and reviewed 
entertainment-related expenses. 

• Average attendance is highly dependent on clubs’ 
in-fi eld performance. 

• Products sold by national clubs are gradually becoming 
less interesting when compared to international 
leagues and globally recognized brands.

• Membership Programs presented great development 
rates in the past four years, but the decision making 
process is still restricted to emotional aspects, such 
as team performance and star-player transfers. 

• Increasing demand for tangible benefi ts – fans want to 
be rewarded by their “investment” in the relationship 
with clubs. 

• High potential for subscriber base growth, especially 
among less engaged fans who frequently do not attend 
games. 

• Limited investments in branding, while products 
have narrow quality and diversity. 

• Piracy and apparel providers are hard competitors. 

• Ineffi  cient eCommerce – disappointing customer ex-
perience within clubs platforms allow retailers to capture 
the opportunity. 

• Global football brands are highly competitive and 
are drawing the attention of local fans. Young fans 
rather acquire European clubs’ products. 

• Next significant boost will come from 
understanding the existing demand for 
better experiences. 

• Investing in the improvement of the “fan 
experience” will leverage attendance rates 
and increase satisfaction levels. 

• Following the European example, average 
ticket will suff er a slight increase. 

• It will continuously  remain as a focus for clubs, 
given the spare value yet to be captured and 
several new ways to explore fan engagement.

• After reaching 1M members during its fi rst 
development stage (2013-16), clubs will in-
vest in program improvement targeted on 
new off erings, addressing personalization 
and tech integration.

• Success drivers include: increasing proximity 
with fans and data analysis to leverage CRM 
strategies and rewards programs. 

Global industry trends are positive infl uences 
and can be introduced to broaden inventory, 
target new consumers and improve shopping 
experience. 
  (I) Athleisure: expasion of apparel SKUs, using 

products with stronger fashion appeal.
 (II) Partnerships with high-end fashion brands.
(III) Explore increasing women interest in sports. 

Innovation is the top driver to attract fans back to their seats:

  (I)  Investments in the improvement of matchday experiences, 
including better customer service and tech integration within 
venues. 

 (II)  Increasing exploration of the available interaction points 
within new medias. 

 (III) Branding and creative activation to make live events more at-
tractive.

(IV) New off erings development and evaluate the possibility to intro-

duce secondary platforms to resell tickets. 

Considering new technologies and digital platforms available, 
programs have become the main point of contact between clubs 
and fans, and have to be explored accordingly. 

Clubs can improve the entire club-fan relationship, potentially mi-
grating all B2C revenue streams inside the programs and exploring 
effi  cient and creative associations with brands. Membership Pro-
grams are the main hook through which clubs will deliver seam-
less value to fans and will have signifi cant attendances again. 

It is key to break down fans’ lifetime value and, within an experien-
tial rule, consider all the available interaction points to deliver more. 

Private leagues will have more power to negotiate deals with 
potential “Offi  icial Sponsors” in categories related to apparel and 
licensed products. 

Agility to plan alternatives and develop new club-owned or managed 
eCommerce platforms (cutting the middle men) fully integrated 
to social media and Membership Programs. 

Develop new off erings and assess the most eff ective distribution 
model. 

*This revenue source was not part of this study, but soon OutField will bring a comprehensive look on the topic. 
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